Hello GL!
• Modern OpenGL or WebGL graphics programs have a

lot going on, and need more of an introduction that just
“here’s a canvas, now draw on it”

• Some potential complicating factors outside of the

graphics pipeline itself: portability (you can write GL
programs in virtually any language and operating
system); specialization (a whole new language, GLSL,
is involved—but is fortunately the same regardless of
the platform)

The Default Space
• It might surprise you to learn that your 3D environment
measures 2×2×2, with (0, 0, 0) at the center and
bounds of [–1, 1] for every axis:
y
(arrow heads indicate the positive
z
direction—but take note, it will
change for z later on)
What you see onscreen
is the view on the near
plane, the 2×2 square
defined by z=–1

• But, like the TARDIS, it’s bigger than it seems!
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Parts and Flow
• The diagram below describes the general code base

and execution sequence of the kinds of 3D graphics
programs we’ll be writing (yes, that is available in fullpage format also)

• Crossed out portions indicate portions that are not yet
included in introductory sample code

• Shaders are written in GLSL, drawing and graphics

initialization uses GL calls, and everything else is in
the “native” language of the program
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Matrix library

Point/vector library

GLSL utilities

“Shape” utilities

Routines for compiling and
setting up shaders

Routines that generate
vertex data structures

Routines for representing and
manipulating matrices
(mostly 3x3 and 4x4;
can be generalized)

Routines for representing
and manipulating points
and vectors

Transform library

Routines for creating
matrices that represent
2D or 3D transforms

Initialization

Set up/initialize
graphics subsystem

Generate
object/scene data

Define and initialize
supporting variables
(e.g., transforms,
camera, physics)

Start drawing
(typically, a repeated
routine at some frame
rate; may also be drawas-needed)

Order is not strict, except
for drawing startup.

Main event loop
Drawing

Clear the buffer;
reset other values
if applicable
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Updating

For every object in the
scene, draw the object
(ideally, object drawing
is generalized, needing
only the object data)

Vertex shader

Fragment shader

Performs computations
on each vertex of every
object to be drawn;
output: final vertex

Performs computations
on each pixel of every
polygon to be drawn;
output: final color

Handle user events,
updating scene state
as needed (and
possibly triggering
a redraw)

